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Abstract. The stellar wind of the rapidly rotating early-B su-

pergiant, 7 Am, is studied using time series, high-resolution

IUE spectn3scopy secured over ,-, 6 days in 1993 March. Re-

_lts are presented based on an analysis of several line species,

including Nv, C Iv, Si Iv, Si Ill, C II, and AI [lI. The wind of this

star is grossly structured, with evidence for latitude-dependent
mass loss which reflects the role of rapid rotation. Independent,

co-existing time variable features are identified at low-velocity

(redward of ~ -750 km s- t) and at higher-speeds extending
to ~ - 1500 lan s- t. The interface between these structures is

"defined" by the appearance of a discrete absorption compo-

nent which is extremely sharp (in velocity space). The central

velocity of this "Super DAC" changes only gradually, over sev-
eral days, between --, -400 and -750 km s -t in most of the

ions. However, its location is shifted redward by almost 400

kill S -1 in AIIII and Clt, indicating that the physical structure

giving rise to _is feat,arc has a substantial velocity and ioniza-

tion jump. Constraints on the relative ionization properties of

the wind structures are discussed, together with results based

on SEI line-prolile-fitting methods. The overall wind activity in

7 Ara exhibits a cleat ion dependence, such that low-speed fea-

tures are promoted in low-ionization species, including AIIII,

C lI, and Si lII. We also highlight that - in contrast to most OB

stars - thereare substantial differences in the epoch-to-epoch

time-averaged wind profiles of 7 Ara.

We interpret the results in terms of a two-component wind

model for 7 Ara, with an equatorially compressed low ionization

region, and a high speed, higher-ionization polar outflow. This

picture is discussed in the context of the predicted bi-stability

mechanism for line-driven winds in rapidly rotating early-B

type stare, and the formation of compressed wind regionsin

rapidly rotating hot stats. The apparent absence of a substantial
shift in the wind ionization mixture of 7 Am, and the normal

nature of its photospheric s13ectrmn, suggests wind-compression

as the likely dominant cause for the observedequatorial density
enhancements.
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1. Introduction

The coupling of mass loss and rotation potentially affects the
swacture and evolution of massive, hot stars. The winds, which

may be distorted by rapid rotation, can play a role in remocing
angular momentum fzom stars, whilst rapid rotation alters the

internal stellarstructure, and may change observable charac-

teristics such as the modes of nonradial pulsation. The effect
of stellar rotation on radiatively-driven stellar winds is an im-

portant topic therefore, and one which has been boosted in

recent years by several interestingdevelopments, including,

(i) detailed theoretical models describing the two-dimensional
structure of winds from rotating hot stars (e.g. the "W'md-

Compressed Disk', WCD, models of Bjorkman & Cassindli
1992, 1993, and the related hydrodynamical simulations of

Owocld et al. 1993), ('fi) the predicted bi-stability of radiation-

pressure-driven winds (Pau]drach & Puls 1990) and the con-

sequent possible formation of disks around rapidly rotating
early-B stars (Iaunets & Pauldrach 1991), (iii) observational

evidence for cylindrically symmetric stellar winds in OB stars

(e.g. Massa 1992, Howarth & Reid 1993, Bjorkman et aL I994,

Massa 1995, Reid & Howarth 1996), and (iv) results from the

extensive IUE "Mega Campaign" which indicate that stellar

wind activity and structure in OB stats may be modulated by

rotation (Massa et al. 1995a, Prinja et al. 1995, and Howarth et

ai. 1995).

In this paper we present an analysis of the effects of rapid

rotationon the sa'ucturcof the stellarwind of the earlyB-

type supergiant,7 Am (lid 157246; B1 Ib,Table I)."l"mae-

series,high-resolutionIUE spectroscopyisdiscussedusing

datacoIlcctcdover ,--6 days in 1993 March. This starisan

importantcandidateforstudiesofmass lossand rotadonsince

itisluminous,hasasubstantialand variablestellarwind,and has
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a projected rotation velocity (re sin(:')) which is more than 150

km s-t higher that the mean value for early-type supergiants

(Table 1). W'te-4studies ofB supergiants also benefit from being

able to sample a wider range of unsaturated ions. Mama et al.
(1995b) previously demonstrated this advantage in their study
of HI) 64760 030.5 lb, the first paper in this series).

Also of interest in 7 Ara are the reports of optical line-

pmfi!e v_'4.abiliw presemed by B_de (!983) and Baade & F.er-

let (1984). The latter study identified two periods, of 4.1 and
20.9hour_ whi,:h u_y be ami_A to _om'_al p_tioa_. In

addition, weak emi_on humps straddle the observed H_ ab-

sorption line of 7 Ara (e.g. Baade 1983), which are likely signa-

tures of an equatorial density enhancement view approximately

edge on (Petrenz & Pnls 1996). In the X-ray band, Einstein
Observatory detections (IPC; 0.16-4.0 keV) of the star indicate

a luminosity, Lx, "_ 2.7 x 103t ergs s- t (e.g., Cassinelli et al.
1981 and Grillo et al. 1992). In the ultraviolet, Snow & Morton

(1976) and Snow (1977) have described Copernicus UV spectra

of 3' Ara and recorded an O VIA 1032 absorption line trough ex-

tending to -500 km s- t. Prinja & Howarth (1986) documented
variability in 7 high-resolution/UE (archive) spectra, spanning

-,, 4 years.

We present here the first investigation of systematic short
time-scale (hourly) variability in the stellar wind of 7 Ara. Sec-

tion 2 provides a brief description of the IUE data set, which is
followed in Section 3 by a discussion of the time-averaged pho-

tospheric and wind line profile morphology, with comparisons
to other (selected) OB stars. Extensive stellar-wind variability
is documented in Section 4, where we establish the properties

of phenomenologically different forms of (co-existing) wind

structure, and derive constraints from SEI line-profile mod-

elling. These results support a two-component wind model of

7 Ara which is discussed in Section 5.

Table I. Stellar parameters

Parameter Value Reference

Spectral type B1 Ib 1
V 3.34 1

v, sin(i) 230 km s-I 2

Mr -5.8 mag 3
T_ 20,260K 3
R/Ro 23 3
v,o >1500km s -I 4

T(rotation) 5.0 days (upper limit)

1: Hiltner et al. (1969); 2: Slettebak et al. (1975); 3: Humphreys &

McElr_ (1984); 4: This paper.

2. The IUE observations

We obtained 55 high-dispersion IUEspectra (AA 1150-1950; R

"- 104) of 7 Ara over almost 6 days in 1993 March. The mean

sampling time for the data is _ 2_5 hours, except for two galas
of _ 6.5 hours which occur close to the start and end of the time

series. All the spectra were taken using the large aperture, each

with a 30 sec. exposure. The spectra were exwacted from the
photometrically corrected images using the IUEDR reduction

package (Giddings et al. 1995) in the manner described by

Howarth & Prinja (1989).

Tne rectified mean IU E spectrum of 7 ,M'a is shown in Fig-

ure 1. The prominent wind-formed lines are due to N v AA1239,
i243, 3iiv A;,1394, 1403 attd CIV ._i.,q48, i531. Additional

interesting probes are provided by the low-ionization fines of
CII1A1175, Sittl )_1206, C II A1335, and AlHI A,_ 1855, 1863

(Section 4). Other spectral features of note are the Si tn AA1300

photospheric triplets which sample the wind-photosphere inter-
face at this spectral type (Massa et al. 1992; Massa et al. 1995b),
and the swathe of line blanketing between -,- 1500 and 1700A

due mostly to Fe II-ITI.

3. The time-averaged profile morphology

3.1. The photospheric spectrum

The wind lines in luminous B stars are very sensitive to the

physical parameters of the star (Walbom et al. 1995). There-

fore, in order to understand the wind lines in 7 Ara, the star

must be placed into context. Consequently, we begin by com-

paring its photospheric lines to those of normal B supergiants.
Not only does this enable us to delineate the peculiarities of its
wind lines, it also allows us to determine whether the UV pho-

tospheric spectrum is consistent with the optical classification

and whether rapid rotation affects the atmosphere (as is the case
in HD 93521, Massa, 1995).

In making the comparisons, extreme care must be used in

normalising the different spectra. This is because B supergiants

lack a a-de, line-free continuum anywhere in the SWP camera

range. As a resulL the usual approach of simply picking a few

regions of line-free continuum and then normalising the fluxes
with a smooth curve drawn through these points is problematic

at best. Instead, we adopt a more physical approach to the
normalisation.

To begin, we "spin up" the spectra to be compared to that of

7 Ara. We use a simple rotational broadening algorithm which

ignores the particulars of the line formation process. Interstellar
lines were not removed beforehand, so these affect the broad-

ened spectra. However, interstellar lines are easily identified in

the ? Ara spectrum, so their impact on the broadened spectra

is easy to assess. Once the general shapes of the strong lines

agree, we create a differential extinction curve between 7 Ara
and the comparison star. This curve is then fitted by the pmam-

eterizadon scheme developed by Fitzpatrick & Massa (1990 -

FM hereafter) to produce a set of physically meaningful smooth

functions which can be used to adjust the comparison star to

agree with 7 Ara. There is, however, the additional complication

of the degradation of the IUE instrumental response between

the epochs of the observations of the program and comparison
stars. Fortunately, the functional form of the degradation differs
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considerably from the reddening functions, and it is possible to
iterate to a _t solution quickly. Finally, the spectra were

corrected for differential Lya absorption. The details of the cor-

rections are described in the Appendix. Once these have been

appliedtothecomparison stars,a single"continuum flux"can

be estimatedby drawing a smooth curve over the7 Am spec-

trum and can thenbe appliedtoallthespectra.While thereis

reason to believe that this is not a true continuum, our approach

_asurees*-hatitisconsistent,and that _ low-fi_quencydi.ffer-
ences m the flux distributions can be attributed to diff_

in the line blanketing. Note, however, that our treatment of the

instrunmntal degradation ksnecessarily crude and that these cor-
rections can be large shortward of -., 1265 A(a procedure has

not been officially adopted for this by the IUE Project). As a

result, the relative shapes of the energy distributions shortward

of 1265 A should be given relatively less weight.

Figure 2 compares 7 Ara, to rotationally broadened spectra
of the normal BI Ib sLar ( Per and HD 109867 030.7 lb). The

classifications for the two comparison stars are from Walborn
(1976). The observed v sini's of( Per and HD 109867 are 50

and 90 km s-I, respectively (Uesugi & Fukuda 1992). Both

spectra were broadened by, an additional 230 km s-t. Since

the effects of rotation add roughly quadratically, the equivalent

v sin i's are 235 and 246 km s- i. Additional broadening resulted

in a clear mismatch of the profile shapes.

Either spectnun presents a good match to the photospheric

lines in 7 Ara, but the match with HI) 109867 ks spectacular -

it is almost impossible to distinguish the dashed and solid lines
in Fig. 2 over much of the spectrum. This ks remarkable) con-

sidering that the spectra were broadened in a relatively simple
lghan,uer.

Our comparison demonstrates that the UV photospheric

spectrum of 7 Am ksperfectly normal, and that it is intermediate
between B0.7 and B1 Ib - probably a bit closer to the B0.7 Ib

HI) 109967. However, because MK types are bins, it may still

be a legitimate B 1 Ib, depending on exactly where the B0.7 Ib

-BI Ibboundary lies.

3.2. The stellar-wind lines

Inthissectionwe likenthe observedtime-averagedwind line

morphology of 7 Am from our timeseriestothoseofselected

hot stats to assess evidence for gross peculiarities, which may

reflect the influence of rapid rotation. Figure 2 is also useful for

assessing the peculiarities in 7 Ara's wind lines. First, we note

that most of its wind-line strengths are intermediate between
those of( Per and HI) 109867, but that its profiles are peculiar.

For example, 7 Ara's C Iv AA1550 absorption is as smmg
as it ks in HI) 109867, but the emission is closer to that in (

Per. The same is true for Si nt A1206, Si Iv AA1400, and AI

IllAAIg60. The exception is N v AAI240 emission,which ks

actuallyweaker in7 Am, thaneithercomparison star,although

theabsorptionisaboutthesame asinHI) 109867.

The mean Nv and CIv profilesof 7 Am are displayedin

Figure 3,and compared to correspondinglinesofHI) 93521

(09.5 V,v_ sin(0"_400 km s-t) and ( Oph (093 V,v_ sin(O

351 kin s- l ). Thc later two have been extensively studied for

the effects of rapid rotation on the atmosphere and wind (see
references in Section 1, and, e.g., Howarth et al. 1993, Mama

1995). The Sixv profile is essentially a function of lunfitmsity
class in hot stars (e.g., Walbom & Panek 1985), and so the

comparison to 7 Ara is only interesting for N v and C IV. Of

special note is the step or "shelf identified in the blueward

wing of the CIv pro_Je _n HI) 93521 at -,_-1000 l_n s-I,

whichhas beeninterpretedand modelled asdue tothe

ot an equatonal disr 0_tssa i992, Howarth'&-Reid-i993 and

Bjorkman et al. 1994). This type of structure is not so dear in

the (mean or individtud) C Iv profiles of 7 Ara. Interestingly,

however, the two-component wind models of Bjorkman et al.

(1994) predict thai this profile step would only be present in
the case of stars viewed very nearly edge-on, and for a thin

equatorial 'disk'. The line profiles in Figure 3 also provide little

or no evidence for blueahiftedemission components in 7 Am (cf.

Howarth & Reid 1993). Although this conclusion relies in part

on the rather difficult continuum placements, it is supported,
however, by the overall match obtained with the standard stars

in Fig. 2. The N v emission strength in 7 Ara exceeds that of (

Oph and is almost comparable to that of HI) 93521, whilst the

C xv emission is not so exceptional. Finally, note that the mean

profiles of 7 Am based on the 1995 archivaldata set discussed

in Section 4.4, which excludes high-velocity material, provides
a better overall "match" to HI) 93521 in Fig. 3.

We will see in the following section that it ks the time-

dependent behaviour of the wind lines, and the incidence of

evolving wind structure, which provides the most powerful

probe of latitude-dependent mass-loss in 7 Am.

4. Stellar wind variability and structure

Snow (1977) and Prinja & Howarth (1986) have previously

noted that the UV resonance lin_s of 7 Ara show changes in
spectra separated by months to years. Most OB stars, when mon-

itored with IUE over several days, show evidence for stellar-

wind variability; it is not surprising, then, that the same ks true

for 7 Ara. What ks remarkable, however, is the complex nature

of the line-profile changes found in our intensive time-series

data, and what they reveal about the wind st_cture and geom-

etry.

To carry out a rigorous search for statistically significant
line-profile variability we have calculated the reduced--( 2 spec-
trum of the normalised data:

where the standard deviation of the N spectra, a(f, A) is calcu-

lated in the manner described by Howarth & Smith (1994). The

results are included in Fig. I.

The narrow "spikes" in the rcduced-x 2 spectrum are at-

tributable to undersampling of narrow interstellar lines, or

to instrumental effects. However, a range of stellar features

show clear evidence for statistically significant variability
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(with >99% confidence). Those features are: Sin] A12063A;

Nv AA1238.8, 1242.8A; SiIll muitiplet UV4 (AA1294.6-

1303.3A); C [I AA1334.5, 1335.7,1g Siw AA1393.8, 1402.8A,;
Cw AA1548.2, 1550.8A; Aim AA1854.7, 1862.gA;andFelI[

multiplet UV34 (),A 1895.5-1926.3)k).

Most of these lines correspond to ground-state transitions,

but it is particularly interesting that the "photospheric" Si nl

UV4 multiplet shows significant variability which demonstrates
that the lines arc foaned, at least in part, in the steUar wind. The

only "wind" feature not found to show significant variability
is CH! Al175, but the signal levd at such short wavelengths

is low in RYE data, and hence thesensitivityto variability is

also low. 'I_¢ large nmnber of stellar-wind lines, and the range

of ionization potential spanned by their parent ions, affum out

earlier assertion of the suitability of B supergiants for stellar-
wind studies.

Two-dimensional grey-scale representations of the line pro-

file changes in Si[v, C[v and Nv, plus SiIll, Cn and AIIII

are shown in Hg. 4. In each case the data were normalised

by a minimum absotlXion (maximum flux) template, such that

darker shades in Hgn_ 4 represent grmt= line opdcal depth.
The IUE data set of 7 Am providesan excellent example ofhow

these "imaging" techniques can reveal details of evolving wind

stng-turc w/rich arc almost impossibk to discern from a simple

inspection of the observed line s'ImCU_ Some salient points are

immediately apparent from this figure:

1. The wind of'r Ara isextensivdy structured and highly time

variable. Some, but not all, of the characteristic features are

present in several ion species.
2. A remarkable signature in all the spectra/ lines in Fig. 4

is the presence of a discrete absorption component (DAC)

which is extreme!y narrow (in velocity space; see section

4.1). It is detected in the higher-ionization species at thc

start of the observing run at --- -400 km s- l, and gradually

evolves bluewards to a maximum displacement at .,- -750

km s -t over more than 3.5 days. The feature becomes diffi-

cult to track after this time period since it then blends with

other variable sin.return. This "Super DAC" is considerably

sharper than DAC.s seen in the middle, or shortward edges,

of absorption troughs in OB stars. Only one such feature is

apparent in Figure 4; it does not recur during the --- 6 days of

observations, though it may persist (with variable strength)

for more than 4 days (section 4.1).

3. The central velocity of the "Super DAC" is, however, clearly

displaced several hundred km s- l further to the blue in Si Iv,

CIv and Nv than in Alln and CH (Section 4.1).

4. Weaker, less discrete, variability is aLso ptmem at high ve-

locities (up to -,- --1500 irm S-_) in the high-ionization

species. Variations in the low-ion spedes in 7 Am are mostly

confined to the velocity "boundary" defined by the "Sul_
DAC" however.

5.Inmost casesofOB starwinds,thediscreteabsorpfioncom-

poncnts(whichdiagnosethestructure)migrateblucwards
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to an asymptotic velocity which can be identified with the

wind terminal velocity (e.g. Prinja et all. 1990). Usually, vbe

only profile variations evident beyond the DAC terminal ve-

locity are due to fluctuations in the shortward profile edge
of saturated resonance lines. These changes may be asso-

ciated with, microturlxdent, motions or shocks (e.g. Lucy

1982, 1983 and Owocki ct al. 1988). The observation in

3' Ara of localised ion-dependent variability extending be-

yond the maximum velocity of the "Super DAC" is unique; it

indicates spatially independent structures, and likely points

to a two-o3mponent stellarwind. This notion is developed

further in the remainder of this paper.

4.1. DAC velocities

In order to derive quantitative measures of enhancements seen
in the wind lines, the DACs were modelled using least squares

Gaussian profile fits, with the centr_ vdodty (v_), fidl-width at

half-maximum_, and centraloptical depth (r0) as the
free parameters (see e.g. Howatth & Prinja 1989). We concen-

trated on matching On different ions) the well defined "Super

DAC', and the best resolved of the high-velocity sU'uctures,

which is present for about 1-5 days from the start of the obscr-

vations, between ,-- -500 km s- t and - 1500 km s- t. The com-

bination of larger optical depth in the C iv absorption trough,

and additional noise, results in inconsistent fits to wind features

in this line. We therefore only quote here 'by eye" estimates of
DAC velocities in C IV.

The observed central velocities of the "Super DAC" are

ploued in Fig. 5(a) for five spectral lines; only very rarely

in studies of hot star winds is it possible to monitor variable

structure in such a wide range of ions. "me velocity evolution

of this exceptionally localised feaune is essentially identical
in Siul, Sixv, Nv and Clv, from ~ -400 to -750 km s-e

over ~3.5 days. We cannot reliably measure the feature beyond

this time, though the images in Fig. 4 suggest that the "Super

DAC" persists for more than 4 days. Applying a linear model

to the velocity versus time data in Fig. 5(a) for these ions gives
a mean acceleration of --. 1.57 × 10 -3 km s -2 (s.d. = 0.22

x 10 -3 km s-2). This acceleration is lower than is typical for

DAC.s seen at intennedinte velocities in OB stars (e.g. Prinja

1994),where theyareadretziyno more than50% of thevalues

predicted by _-s_te wind models.. The general agreement

between the velocities of these four ions in Fig. 5(a) is in stark

contrastwith thesa'uetm'cinAI Ill_t1855. The "Supca"DAC"

inAlxtxisdisplacedsystematicallyredward by -,_400 km s- x
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relative to the other ions (see also Fig. 4). To the best of our

knowledge this is the first clear case of a discrete enhancement
in an OB sta: aind whose velocities do not agree in different

spectral lines. Remarkably, however, the velocity behaviour of

the "Super DAC" in AI IH mirrors very well the trends observed
in the other lines, and the overall acceleration of the feature

in AI lXI ('-' 1.07 x 10 -3 kin s-2) /s broadly similar to that

measured in the higher ions, The _¢ll-width at half-maximum

of the "Super DAC" is typically only _- 80 - 230 km s- t, with

no obvious trend as a l:uaction of ion species. Note also that

"Super DAC" in CIt )_1334.5 appears at the same velocities
as in A1 ltl (Fig. 4). It seems therefore that the same physical

structure is _ble for the formation of the "Super DAC'

in all the lines (including Alnl and Ct0, but it has a velocity

jump of at least 400 km s-t. This behaviour may relate to

the action a substsntial spatially confined shock region in the
wind, where the post-shock gas is denser, lower speed, and

less highly ionized than the pre-shock material. Mnllan (1984)
and Cranmer & Owoeki (1996) discuss some pertinent models

which may potentially result in velocity jumps of several 100
lans -t

As shown earlier, another remarkable aspect of the variabil-

ity in 7 Am is that variable wind structure is present beyond the
"terminal velocity" of the "Super DAC'. These high speed fea-

tures are considerably broader (FWHM -,- 450 - 900 km s -t)

and more tenuous in appearance (Fig. 4). The central velocities

of the most clearly recorded feature in our data set (between T

- 0 and 1.5 days) are shown in Fig. 5('o) for Si Iv, Sim and

N v. We are unable to record it confidently in C Iv (mostly due

to doublet merger and the deep absorption trough) and in Al tll
(where it may be only very weakly present at the lowest veloc-

ities, if at all). This structure exhibits a blueward progression

between _ -300 and -1200 km s -t in SiIV and SilII only,

where ithas a higher acceleration (-,- 5.88 x 10 -3 kms -2) than

the "Super DAC'. A better defined, stronger, feature is present

during this time period in N v at -_ -950 kin s- t, but it exhibits

little evidence for systematic cenmd velocity changes. Traces of

similar high-velocity structures are evident at other times during

the observing run, and we estimate that the maximum observed

velocity reached by the high speed material is -_ - 1500 km s-

(see e.g. T ,_ 4 days in Si Iv; Fig. 4).

Overall, these results project a picture of substantial coher-

ent wind stnmtures in 7 Ara, which co-exist but which develop

on separate time scales.

4.2. Relati**e ion behaviour

It is already apparent from e.g. Fig. 4 that the low ion species,

pins Si.I and Silv, exhibit low-velocity structures in 7 Am
which are mostly bounded in velocity space by the "Super

DAC'. Discrete, higher-velocity variations (i.e., blueward of

-750 km s-t) are also noted however in Civ, Nv, and Sitv.

We examine here the relative ion behaviour of material respon-

sible for the fluctuations in both these velocity domains.

Following the methods of our previous UV studies of struc-

ture in OB stars, we estimated the column density of material
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Fig. 6. The observed variation in the "Super DAC" ion density ratios
of Si2*/Si3. and N4*lSi3*as a f_mction of central velocity.

responsible for the DACs, which may be expressed in terms of

the Gaussian fitting parameters and atomic constants, and de-
termined using plane-parallel geometry (e.g. Howarth & Prinja

1989). The mean ion column densities (dex cm-2; over all ve-

locities) of the "Super DAC" arc: Si 2+, 12.91; Si 3*, 13.87; N 4*,

14.00; and AI2+, 13.21. In all cases the densities vary by up to

a factor of 2 during the time series. The relative ion fractions
(and fitted central optical depth ratios) Si2*lSi 3÷ and N4÷/Si 3+

for the "Super DAC" gradually decrease as a f_mction of velocity

between _ -400 and -700 km s -t (Fig. 6). A comparison to

AI2+ is not so useful since the feature is present at a substantially

different velocity in this ion (Fig. 5a).

The column densities of the high-velocity structures (Sec-

tion 4.1) are typically a factor of _ 3 larger in Si 3+, Si 2* and N'_.

than in the 0ower velocity) "Super DAC'. The co_g

(cf. Fig. 6) mean ionization ratios for the high-speed material
are Si2*/Si 3÷ ,,- 0.13 (U _ -710 km s-1) and N4÷/Si 3÷ ,,_ 3.6

(Y ,-, - 1040 km s- t). The higher ionization species are clearly

favoured at high velocities.

To demonstrate this point further, we examined the observed

fluxes in Nv, Cry, SiIV, SiIIl and #dill at carefuLlly chosen

times and velocities to sample high- and low-velocity smicam_.

Firstly, we measured the N v, C IV and Si IV fluxes (F_)

in a velocity bin betwecm - 1200 and -800 lan s- t during the

time interval, T = 3.54 to 3.84 days (i.e., SWPs 47196 - 47205).

Thisperiodcorresponds to theincidenceofahigh-speedfeature

(Fig.4).Sccondly,tosample a low-speedevent,we measured

theNv, Ctv, Silv,SiHI and Aim fluxesbetween -300 and

- 150 km s-iduringT = 3.73 to3.95days (i.c.,SWPs 47202 -

47208).Inbothcasesthcobservedfluxeswcrc thennormalised
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Fig. 7. The relative amount of absorption in high-velocity muctures
(between - 1200 and -850 km s-Z; T = 3.53 - 3.84 days) is shown in
the shaded histograms for several spectral lines. These are compared (in

the open histograms) to values for low-velocity features (i.e. between
- 300 and - 150 km s-t; T - 3.73 - 3.95 days). All the fluxes (Fstmc.)

have been normalised by the mean values measured, over the same
velocity bins, during times when the wind is in a relatively quiet state
(Fc,=,., Section 4.2).

by measurements made over the same velocity bins, but during
times when little or no wind activity was evident (- F,_e_,,=,

i.e. T - 4.2 - 4.7 days and 3.2 - 3.5 days, for high- and low-speed

bins,respectively).

The relativeamount of absorptionin the high- and low-

velocity structures (= I - FarQ,a_/Fooa_,,aa) is shown for sev-

eral lines in Fig. 7 as histograms (the shaded regions represent

the high-velocity enhancements). For N v, C IV and Si Iv the

relative absorption due to the high-velocity material is greater
thanisthe caseforthelow-velocityevents.The enhancements

due tohigh-speedstructuresintheseionsaremore pronounced

thereforethan the low-speed ones.The SinI and A1m line

profiles do not extend beyond about -900 kin s- t and cannot

diagnose the high-velocity features. The absorption in the low-

velocity bands, nommlised to values when the wind is "quiet',

is greater in Si Ill and A] IlI compared to the higher ion species.
The tentative implication here might be that the low-velocity

structuresaremore prominent in the low-ionization species.

The overall pie.ram of 3' Ara presented by these IUg time

series data is therefore of a two-component stellar wind, with

a highly-ionized, high-speed region which favours Nv, C IV,

and Si Iv, and a low-ionization, low-speed part showing more

prominent stl,ucmres in SiIll, A]l[l and CI1 (with traces in

FeIll).

4.3. Cons_raims from line-profile modelling

Some results from line-profile modelling are presented in this

section in order to assess further the relative ionization proper-

ties of low- and high-speed wind material in 7 Ara. We used
the "Sobolev with Exact Integration" method (SED described

by Lamca'sctal.(1987),but with themodificationpreviously

employed in our study of HI) 64760 (Massa ct al.1995b).

Therefore,in additionto the usual velocity-lawparamctcri-

sation and provision for input photospheric spectra, the wind

opdeal depth, rind(w), was modelled in terms of ten indepen-

dent, variable bins, the fit always progressing rcdward during
the attempted profile match. The considerably greater freedom

afford by this (arbitrary) model is preferred since our primary

aim here is to sample the observed absorption optical depth clue

to structure in a stellar wind that is dearly not in steady-state.

Wc acl_owlc.dgc, howe¢er, that these methods are not entirely
valid for time-dependent wind structures, _rticularly since a

monotonic velocity law is assumed. The rt=mlts in Fig..5 may

already point to a more complex relation between the velocity

of wind features in 7 Ara and their radial distance from the star.

Profile fits to the mean "_ Am line profiles fi'om our time
series are shown in Fig. 8(a), for Si I u A 1206, N v AA 1240, Si Iv

AA1400, and CIV AAI550. (The SiIII and Nv profiles were
corrected for4.5 x 10 20 cm 2 Ly c_ absorption using a theoretical

ful/y damped profile,in the manner of Bohlin et al. 1978).

For each spectral line we approximated the input photospheric

spectrum by adopting the "spun up" IUE profiles of liD 37018
('B1 V) as a "standard" (Fig. 8a). The corresponding optical

depth bins, rind(w), are shown in Fig. 8('o). For Si Iv and C Iv

",heoptical depths are unconstrained redward of about 0.7 voo,

but otherwise a "match" may be claimed for SiIII and Nv
down to about 0.4 voo (see below). Its apparent from Fig. 8(a)

that - despite the f_,xtom of the model - there is a general

excess of observed absorption at low velocities. An alternative

view of course is that there is a lack of low-velocity wind

emission in 7 Ara, as may be the case for a non-spherical wind,

where some of the "expected' low-speed emission (above the

poles) is weak or not present. Note that an excess of predicted

scattered light at low velocities was also noted for the case

of HD 64760 (Massa ct al. 1995b), where highly asymmetric
mass-loss is not suspected. A quMitative difference, however,

is that we are unable to match the emission components in 7

Am for low ionization Lines like Si RL which may be more

confined in this case to the equatorial plane. An additional

complication is that Puls et al. (1993) have shown that blue-

shifted (forward scattered) emission will be removed by back-

scattering at multiple resonance surfaces due to a nonmonotonic

velocity field.

Examples of profile fits to individual Si tll and N v profiles

of 7 Ara are shown in Fig. 9, spanning most of the time sequence

of observations. These comparisons suggest that the lowest-
velocity optical-depth bin which may be sampled is about 0.4

v:c, and the bin at 0.7 voc (for example) is a good indicator

for high velocity material. Matches were attempted to all the

individual Si IlI and N v profiles in our data set, and the observed

optical-depth ratios of N4*/Si 2. are plotted as a function of time

in Fig. I0, for high- and low-speed material (0.7 and 0.4 voo,

respectively). It is clear once again (cf. Section 4.2) that the

higher-ion speciesdominate in the fastest wind material,with

the Si III optical depth excelling in the low-velocity regime. The

overall mean ratios of N4*/Si 2" are -.- 1.83 (s.d. - 0.84) and ,,,

0.25 (s.d. = 0.16) at 0.7 and 0.4 voo, respectively. There is also a

tentative indication (Fig. 10) for an overall decrease in the N 4+
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opticaldepthathigh vclocides duringthepmgre_on of the -_

6-day_ne series.

This lwo-c0mpes_ natureof the wind in-yAra isdis-

of tim_ f& hi-stable radiation_ windsand tim
fom_om of COml:a',esscdwind mgiom.

4.4. Lon_ term variations

In this seaitm we omsid_r how the wind of -f Ara during our

1993 obsc/via$ nm com_ to _ (ardfiv¢) obsa'v_.

Prior to the 1993 scdes, 7 spectra were obtained betwem 1978

and 1982 (see e.g. Prinja & Howarth 1986). In 1995 March,

a sparsely sampled 17 day time series was obtained in order

to dc_'minc the pcr_tcncc of wind structures and to a._css
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the wind variability on longer (multiple rotation periods) time
scales.

Although not discussed in detail here, the variability of the
1995 series can be summarized as follows: considerable activity
throughout the low velocity portions of the wind (v > -600
lan s-I); no detectable activity for v _< -900 km s -i (with a
possible exception of one of the 17 spectra); an apparent ant/-
correlation between the activity in the lower ions such as Si m
and Si IVand N v; and no evidence for modulation of the wind
on the rotation time scale.

Figure 11 compares the mean specwa of several lines for
the 1993 and 1995 series. While the temporal means of the
wind fines in B s_pergiants such as HD 64760 do not vary
with epoch {Prinja ctal. 1995), sevcral diffaxmces are dearly
seen in the means shown in Figure I I. Specifically, the low
ions (AI Ixl, C ti and the Si []I triplets) were weaker at a/l
velocities during 1995. At the same time, the high ions (Si Iv,
C w and N v) weakened dramatically at high velocities but
increased dramatically at low velocity! Thus, the observable
wind was more Idgldy ionized and more confined to lower
velocities during 1995. It also appears that the emission in N v
dcczeasedslightlywhiletheC IV emission remained constanL

il° 1
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Fig. 10. The optical depth ratio of N('ISi_ during the IUE time
series is plotted,sampling high- and Iow-spe_ material at 03 v_
(opencircles) and0.4 l,oo(ckr_ circles), respectively.

Finally, we note that the profiles of the individual 1978-
1982 spectra resemble the mean of the ]995 series far more

than the 1993 mean. This does not seem to be a sampling effect,
since fully half of the C Iv profiles from the 1993 series show
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distinctive wind absorption shortward of - 1000 km s -l. Con-

sequently, it seems that the presence of high speed absorption
is uncommon in 7 Ara.

5. A two-component stellar wind

We collate here model predictions of latitude-dependent mass-

loss in rapidly-rotating hot stars, and our observational results

indicating an equatorially compressed, two-component stel-
lar wind in 7 Ara. In their study of the B-type hypergiant,

P Cygni, Pauldrach & Puls (1990) described a bi-stabilityjump

for radiation-driven winds, whereby outflows which are opti-

cally thin in the Lyman continuum have a higher degree of

ionization and greater terminal velocity, and winds which are

optically thick in the Lyman continuum have a lower degree of

ionization and a lower terminal velocity. Lamers & Pauldrach

(1991) subsequently showed that this bi-stability may result

in an equatorial decretion disk around rapidly-rotating, early

B-type stars (i.e. at Tee " 21 000 K), where the photospheric

temperature and effective gravity is greater near the pole than

the equator. "lhe mechanism predicts an abrupt and large-scale
change in overall wind structure, resulting in latitude-dependent

mass-loss. Highly ionized, high-velocity material is confined to

the polar regions, and gas recombines in a dense equatorial zone,

leadiag to a less ionized, slower wind. Lamers et al. (1995) have
also discussed the role of this mechanism in the formation of

disks around B[e] stars.

Several results from our time-series UV analysis of wind

changes in 3' Ara may be compared to the model predictions of

a mdlatively driven two-component stellar wind:

1. 7 Ara dearly has two "terminal velocities': first, the asymp-

totic velocity approached by the "Super DAC" in Si IV, Si IIf,
N v & Ctv, of --- -750 km s- t, and second, the maximum

observed velocity of the migrating high speed strucuires
(in Sitv, CIV and Nv) of -,- -1500 km s -t. These two

velocities are close to the correct ratio predicted for the

two-component stellar wind (e.g. Lamers et al. 1995).

2. The high-speed structure exists independently of the low-
velocity DACs, and with different acceleration rates.

3. The lower-ionization species like/dill CII and Sire are

favoured in the low-speed wind structure.

4. The "Super DAC" itself is highly unusual since it maintains

a small line-of-sight velocity dispersion during its time evo-

lution in any individual line, it is long-lived, has a very slow

acceleration, and exhibits a clear velocity and ionization

j0mp. Unfortunately our data set cannot be used to exam-
ine whether this featare is linked to the stellar rotation rate,

since the lUg time series is not extended enough in time

(Table 1). It is interesting to speculate, however, that the

"Super DAC" may relate in some manner to the interface

between high- and slow-speed components which form a

substantial spatially confined structure in the wind. The ob-

served ion-dependent velocity jump may then be interpreted

in terms of differences in the density, speed and ionization

of material on either side of the su'uemre (section 4.1).

5. Finally, of course, 7 Am, with its exceptional rotation

rate and early B spectral type, has fundamental parame-

ters which are consistent with the model requirements for

the bi-stability mechanism.

It is interesting however to compare these time-dependent

UV pmpertiesof7 Am with those of HD 64760 030.5 Ib; Prinja
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etat. 1995,Massa et at. 1995b), which is atso arapid rotator with

a highly active and structured wind. In the case of HI) 64760,

however, there is no clear indication of a rotationatly distorted

outflow, though structures art seen which ¢o-¢mist on separate
time scales. Lamers et at. (1995)concluded that in their sample

of hot stars the "bi-stabilityjump" fotmd near Tar "--21 000K is

related to a significant change in wind ionization near spectral

types B 1. Following Lamers etat. (see tlmir Fig. 8), we compare

in Fig. 12 the meaa rectified CIv A1550, Cm Al176 and Cn

A1135 profiles of 7 Am and HD 64760 (faxan the "MEGA"

collectionofPt_a ¢t aL 199_. Despite the fact that I-ID 64760

has a higher wire1 tmninat velocity taxi a stnmger C IV profile,

the lowc,-ion species are basically comparable; i.e., 7 Art does

not ¢akt%it a substantially stronger CtI profile for example. It

seems, therefott, thai in this case the degree of wind ionization

is not correlated to the tctminat velocity. A marked change in

the ion mixmr, - relating to the onset of the bi-stabilityjump
- is not then an obvious tract, for the differing time-variable
behaviour of 7 Ara and HD 64760.

We conclude therefore that tim absence of significant wind
ionizations changes is 7 Ara comparcxl to other 130 suptagian_

plus the fact that its LrV photos#tic lines are esscntiat/y aor-

real and do not indicate substantial gravity darkening, suggests
that the radiativc bi-stabiliey mechanism is not 'die dominam

contributor to the observed wind structure in 7 Ara. Instead, the

equatorial density enhancements are likely principally due to

wind-compression effects. 7 Ara is therefore a further example

where a hot star wind has been distorted by the effect of rapid

rotation. The result is the incidence of complex and variable
wind structure. The principal characteristics of the variabil-

ity are consistent with an equatorially- compressed wind, with
perturbations present in the plane and at higher latitudes, inde-

pendently of one another.
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6. Appendix

The problem of comparing the IU E observed spectra is complicated
by the fact that none of them has a true continuum anywhere in the
SWP wavelength range. Therefore, one must be extremely careful

in normalising the spectra. We chose an approach which uses only
those functional forms which are expected to affect the differences in
the continuum levels of the individual spectra. These are derived and
applied in order to make all of the spectra agree with one antxlaer as
well as poss_le. Only then is a single normalising continuum adopted
and applied to all of them. To obtain the relative normalisations, we
account for differencesln the reddening, epoch of observation (because
of the time degradation of the IUE response function), and interstellar
Ly a absorption. This appendix describes the details of how these
adjustments were derived.

6. I. Differential neddening corrections

We follow the prescription given by Fitzpatrick & Massa (1_ FM) to
derive the extinction curves. Once the spectra have been "spire up" so
that their photospheric line shapes agree with those in 7 Ara, they were
binned into 5 A bins. This increases the signal-to-noise ratio, thereby
avoiding the complications of lognormal statistics in the following
analysis. The wavelength regions A < 1265, 1380 < A < 1415,
1535 < g < 1570, and A > 1835 were excluded from the analysisto
eliminate the effects of wind lines, Ly a, and the poorly determined
region shorrward of Ly or.The fluxes, f(A), were then convened into

magnitudes by the relation re(A) = --2.5 logto f(A) - 21.1 and the V
magnitude was subtracted to form colors, m(A - V) _= re(A) - V.
The colo_ were then used to create differential extinction curves,

m(A - V)¢ - m(A - V)-,
k(a - V)- (2)

(B - V): - (B - V).,

where the subscript 7 refers to the 3' Ara colors and c refers to the
comparison star. The resulting curves were fitted by the FM functional
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form (eqs [2]-[4] in FM) except that the central position of the 2175

A l:_Lmp was fixed at 2174 A (4.6 pm -t) since it rarely shifts and is

poorly determmc'd by fluxes in the SWP region.

The ( Per fluxes were multiplied by a factor of 1-5 to account for

the factthatitisa small aperturespectrum.As long as thisfactoris

within a 10-20% of the actual amount, it should hoe affect the fitting

procedm¢, although it may affect the values of the derived parameters.

Becattse only the short wavelength wing of the 2175 ,/k bump is

prese_ in the SWP range, the derived bump quantities axe expected
to _ _r0_liable. The ce_f_cienLs tL--,ed in the differential extinction

correctionsarelistedinTable2.

6.2. 1line degradations corrections

Although temporal degradation of the IUE response is well docu-

mented for the low dispersion modes (Garhart 1992 - IUE Newsletter

No. 48), its effects have not been quantified for the high resolution

modes. Consequently, we had to determine our own degradation func-
tion. We estimated the degradation by comparing the SWP 7718 spec-

trum of HI) 64760 (obtained 20 Jan 1980) to the mean of the 148

spectra for this star obtained in 13-29 Jan 1995 as part of the IUE

MEGA project fPrinja et al. 1995). The magnitude and wavelength de-

pendence of time degradation over this 15 yr baseline are similar to the

low re.solutionfvmctionsderivedby Garhart(1992,see-alsoHowarth &

Smith 1994). The strongest effects of degradation are shortward of Ly

a. This enabled us to first obtain a reddening correction, and then deter-

mine the degradation correction by dividing the reddening corrected

spectra by a power (< 1) of the function of the degradation. Once

a power was determined which brought the short wavelength fluxes

of the comparison stars into agreement with 7 Ara, we then applied

the degradation correction and redetermined the reddening correction.

This procedure was iterated to convergence (2-3 iterations). Neverthe-

less, because the degradation correction is la_e shorrward of Ly a,

the flux levels there should be regarded with caution. The final values

for the power needed to obtain agreement are 0.6 for SWP 38782 (ob-

tained 13 May 1990) of liD 109867 and 0.8 for SWP6454 (obtained

9 Sept. 1979) of ( Per. The values of the powers are consistent with

the rank ordering of the intervals between the observations (1 for 15

years, 0.8 for 13.5 yrs, and 0.6 for 2.8 yrs), but the power for the HD

109867 seems a bit large.

6.3. Ly a corrections

The final step in adjusting the comparison spectra was to correct for

the influences of differential Ly a absorplion. In this case, we simply

divided the corrected comparison spectra by different muRiples of

the Ly a profile function (see FM) umfl we determined a value that

eausedthe wings of the interstellar Ly a to agree. The resulting cohmm

densities are given in Table 2, and are comfortably within the errors of

the values listed by Diplas and Savage (1994). Note that even though

Per is more reddened than HD 109867, it required less differential

correctic_ This is because much of the hydrogen along its line of sight

is in molecular form (Bohlin, Savage& Drake 1978).

Table 2. ReLative extinction parameters

Star AN(H l) cm 2

( Per 0.2 × 1620

HI) 109867 7.0 × 1020

al _2 a3 Q4

1311 -0.1828 0.816 4.921 03168

1.085 0.4136 0.782 5.630 0.5407
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Such ANNs can be used lot automated spectroscopic surveys that are

accurate but two magnitudes deeper than spectroscopic surveys usin 8 expert
human classifiers.

18.06

"rh¢ Peculiar Atmospheric Composition of the DO White Dwarf MCT

E. F. Polomski (U FI), S. Vennes. P. Chayer (CEA, tIC'B)

MCT 0501-2858 is a helium rich DO white dwarf (T=70,000K, log g

=7.0) discovered in the Mon_'eal-Cambridge-Tololo (MCT) survey of blue

southern hemisphere objects (Vennes e: aL 1994, ApJL, 421, 1.35). DO

white dwarfs are much rarer than hydrogen rich DA Lvpes and may represent

an earlier stage in the evolution of these objects. Additional study of this

object with the Voyager probe and EUVE satellite revealed that it is located

at an unusually low [SM column density (Ba_tow et al. 1994, MNRAS,

267, 653; Vennes et aL 1994).

We report identification of the strongest spectral lines in the high-

resolution IUE (1150-1950 A) spectrum of this object and the results of LTE

model atmosphere fitting to the elemental abundances. The ultraviolet spec-

trum of this object is characterized by weak, low ionization ISM lines and

strong photospheric lines of C IIl k 1247, C IV kk 1230, 1548, 1550, N IV

k 1718, NVkk 1239, 1243, O IV kk 1338, 1343, O V k 1371, and Si IV

70, 1393, 1402. --

We derive abundances with respect to helium by number of 3× 10 -3,

6x 10 -s, 3 × 10 -3. and 6 x 10 -5, for C, N, O, and Si, respectiveley. We find

an excess of C and O (C/He =0.5 solar O/He = .3 solar) relative to all other

elements. N and Si are present at .03 solar and .12 solar respectiveley. MCT

0501-2858 is lacking in Fe and an upper limit has been obtained for the

abundances of both Fe and Ni of 1 x 10 -6. Given the high C and 0 abun-

dances, one would expect similar amounts of Fe and Ni, but they are not

apparent in the spectra, contrary to what is observed in DA white dwarfs of

similar temperature (Holberg et aL 1994, ApJL, 425, L105). We present a

detailed comparison of the abundances derived from synthetic FUV and

EUV models to the IUE and EUVE data (Vennes et al. 1994, BAAS, 26,

868). Higher resolution spectra are hoped for with HST to refine the Ni and

Fe abundances. This work has been supported by NASA grant NAG5-2405.
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19.01

Accurate Classification of Two-Dimensional Spectra with Artificial

Neural Networks

W.B.Weaver and A_Torres-Dodgen (MIRA)

We have designed a suite of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) that are

able to classify accurately the near-infrared spectra of ordinary stars in tem-

perature and luminosity. The temperanm: classes O - M and lum_
classes I_ - V a_ classified in the extensioe of the MK System i- the

silicon-accessible (peak CCD and Reticoe sensitivities) ne_r-ieffnmxl

(_x5800- -8900). This classifu:ation system (T_Dodgea and Weaver,

1993, PASP, 1{15, 693) is rigoroualy based on MK sumdatdL

Although we employ only 15 _ n_,olution spectra, the ANNs

fractiomd rob-class tcmpenmn_ and luminmity accuraciescompatabW.m

thoseobtained by expert dassifl_ ._th 2 JL'i-e,olutioa ph_'_

Even OB stars ate well _ed by this system. We have demoestmted

previously (Weaver and Torres-Dodgen, 1995, ApJ. 446, 300 and references

therein) thatANN c_ can detect, and classify the com_nents of,
binary stem; can accurately demrmine interstellar reddening during classifi-

cation; and degrades slowly with decreasing signal-to-noise ratios. The re-

maining issu_ is 13 determine the limit of sp_'Oal pe_Miarities that can be

di_.cted by ANNs s_ these resolutions.

19.02

Analysis of the Line Variations in the Wind of HD 160529

Th.Ging, C.Leitherer (STScl), B.WoLf, O.Stahl, A.Kaufer, Th.Riviaius,

C.CL_mmer'.,bach, II.M_L J.F,_itz, Tn.Szeffert (l._w), J.Kovacs,

Ilankovics (GAO)

We have observed the galactic Luminous Blue Variable (I.,BV)

HD 160529 with a spectra] resolving power of R'- 20000 in the wave-

length range 3450 A <_. < 8650 A. The observations were carried out with

a fiber-linked echelle spectrograph at the ESO 50-cm telescope in La Silla

from 1992 to 1995. [n total over 200 spectra were obtained; each spectra
with S/N -- 100 around 5500 A.

We found that all spectral lines are variabie. The lines with P Cygni-type

profiles show variations in the emission as well as in the absorption com-

ponents. Even pure absorption lines, forming deep in the atmosphere (e.g.

He [ k5876 and Mg II k4.481), show signs of wind-lnfluence, indicating that

the observed variations are caused at the very base of the wind (e.g. by

propagating density fluctuations starting at the photosphere).

The data is analyzed with the latest NLTE-codes of Hubeny et aL

(TLUSTY, SYNSPEC) to get reliable stellar parameters. The NLTE-results

are compared with the output from other numerical codes in order to exam-

ine the significance and effects of the various parameters (LTE, spherical

symmetry, wind .... ) on the calculated synthetic atmospheres.

Finally we use the results from the previous lstatic) models as input for

recently developed dynamical models/SElDYNAMICfRivinius el al. 1995)

to reconstruct the time-dependence of the observed line-profile variations.

19.03

Stellar Wind Variability: The Things B Supergiants Do

Derck Massa (ARC), Alex Fullenon _MPIA, Miinich), Raman Prinja

dJCl._

We discuss why B supergiant winds are particularly well suited for wind

variability studies, and then present a gallery, of dynamic spectra which

demonstrate the range of wind variability observed in B supergiants. The

examples suggest the presence wind compressed disks, bifurcated winds,

shock formation, rotationally modulated winds and the spontaneous genera-

tion of wind enhancements. They underscore the strength and richness of

wind variability in B superginnts and the challenges these phenomena

present to theoretical studies of stellar winds.

19.04

The Erratic Ikhavior of C II 4267 in Early B Stars

R.E Garrison and D. Hamilton (David Dunlap 0_.. U. Toronto_

Cl_tion spectra (1-3 A resolution) of early B stars give an impv:s-
sion thai the CII 4267 line is unreliable as a classification criterion. Its erratic

behaviour is quite uahT_ OH o¢ NIl lines which are relatively well behaved

and vary predictably with temperature and log g.In fact, even other lines of

CII such as 6578 and 6582 are much more predictable than 4267. Models

(e.fr Lennon, et aL, 1983; Eber and Butler, 1988) indicate that non-LTE

effects may be the cause of the erratic behavior. We have confirmed and

quantified this impression using a large database of 788 photographic spectra

of 512 well-classified stats, as weU as multiple high-resolution CCD specu'a

of 13 stars. No variability greater than 5spectra over timescales of hours.

days, weeks, or months, and no major changes were observed in the photo-

graphic spectra over years. While there is some vague correlation with tem-

perature and log g, it is not possible to account for the large scatter observed

without invoking something like non-LTE.


